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The butter Betty bought
By ALICE BOGLIONE

Betty Botter bought some butter but,
she said, the butter’s bitter; if I put it in
my batter it will make my batter bitter, but
a bit of better butter will make my batter
better. So she bought a bit of butter better
than the bitter butter, and she put it in her
batter and the batter was not bitter.

Stu’s shoes
By LISA DE TINA

If Stu chews shoes, should Stu choose
the shoes he chews.

Witches and watches
By ALESSIA DEVETTA

If Three Swedish witches watch three
Swatch watches, which Swedish witch
will watch which Swatch watch?

Woodchucks
By LUCA TREVISAN

How much wood would a woodchuck
chuck if a woodchuck would chuck wood?
A woodchuck would chuck how much
wood awoodchuckwould chuck if awood-
chuck would chuck wood.

The sheikh’s sheep
By ALICE BOGLIONE

The sixth sick sheikh’s sixth sheep’s
sick.

Eeny meeny miney mo
By LISA DE TINA

Eeny meeny miney mo, catch a tiger
by his toe; if he hollers, let him go, eeny
meeny miney mo.

Shells
By ALESSIA DEVETTA

She sells sea shells by the sea shore.
The shells she sells are surely seashells.
So if she sells shells on the seashore, I’m
sure she sells seashore shells.

Doctors
By LUCA TREVISAN

If one doctor doctors another doctor,
does the doctor who doctors the doctor
doctor the doctor the way the doctor he
is doctoring doctors? Or does he doctor
the doctor the way the doctor who doctors
doctors?

Night light
By ALICE BOGLIONE

You’ve no need to light a night-light
on a light night like tonight, for a night-
light’s light’s a slight light, and tonight’s
a night that’s light. When a night’s light,
like tonight’s light, it is really not quite
right to light night-lights with their slight
lights on a light night like tonight.

Red lorry, yellow lorry
By LISA DE TINA

Red lorry, yellow lorry, red lorry, yel-
low lorry.

A fisherman
By ALESSIA DEVETTA

There was a fisherman named Fisher
who fished for some fish in a fissure. Till
a fish with a grin, pulled the fisherman in.
Now they’re fishing the fissure for Fisher.

Peter Piper
By LUCA TREVISAN

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled
peppers. If Peter Piper picked a peck
of pickled peppers, how many pickled
peppers would Peter Piper pick?


